SPECIAL ACTIVITIES FOR YOUNG ENGINEERS AT THE NEW DELHI CONGRESS, 2023

YEP BEST PAPER AWARD
Two Young Engineers amongst the delegates who present their work will be awarded the YEP Best Paper Awards by special jury that reviews the papers and the presentations!

SPEED NETWORKING SESSION
Young Engineers will be given exclusive opportunity to interact with IABSE Fellows and Who’s Who of Structural Engineering!

PECHA KUCHA
Can you present a topic in just 10 striking images without text or graphs and sync your speech to it? Let the creative juices flow!

RESERVED BAR
A specially reserved bar for the Young Engineers to break the ice with fun events!

Make sure you register as a Young Engineer during the online registration process and confirm your participation in the above events on the conference day at the reception desk.

Register Now
IABSE-Congress-2023
Click here

The Indian National Group of the IABSE and the Organising Committee take great pleasure in extending you a warm invitation to the IABSE Congress New Delhi 2023 on “Engineering for Sustainable Development” on 20-22 September 2023.

YOUNG ENGINEERS PROGRAMME (YEP)
IABSE conceptualised and championed YOUNG ENGINEERS PROGRAMME to nurture the next generation of structural engineers and encourage their international collaboration to widen their horizon.

Engineers born in 1989 or later are eligible for a subsidised IABSE membership under the YEP and have access to a rich library of IABSE publications and opportunities to join IABSE Technical Groups apart from being part of the vast international network of structural engineers.

International Association for Bridge and Structural Engineering, IABSE, is a scientific and technical Association established in 1929 in Zurich, Switzerland, with the aim of exchanging knowledge and advancing the practice of structural engineering worldwide in the service of the profession and society.

Early Bird Registration Last Date 30th June 2023